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About This Game

It be the golden age of pirates! Dogs of the sea! Quite literally.
Our swashbuckling sausage-dog star is Gaius James Rover, son of the famous clown Jolly Rover, who died from a blow to the

groin from an improperly loaded joke cannon.
Following the tragically comedic death of his father, young Gaius, who insists on using his middle name James, goes to live with

his uncle, a wealthy plantation owner on a small Caribbean island. While practising a particularly tricky juggling move, he
accidentally taints a barrel of rum with tobacco, creating a potent and addictive brew which he coins ‘Jolly Rover’, one of the

most prized substances in the Caribbean.
Alas, the wealth of Jolly Rover sales only manages to fill the pockets of his uncle, and Gaius longs for action and adventure and,

more importantly, the opportunity to start his own circus and follow in the footsteps of his father.
It is not long before the fumbled juggling ball of opportunity raps Gaius smartly on the head yet again. While his uncle is away,

a large contract for Jolly Rover arrives from Guy DeSilver, Governor of the notorious Groggy Island, with payment upfront!
In a blinding flurry of optimism, Gaius pools his meagre savings with this advance and charters a ship and crew to take him to

Groggy Island. Along the way he meets a colourful band of seafaring cutthroats, scallywags and rogues otherwise known as
pirates.

It is here we begin to follow the short and stubby tail of Gaius across three wild and untamed tropical islands, as he attempts to
fulfil his dream of starting a circus, hampered only by pirates, villains, voodoo, love and considerable lack of loot.

Jolly Rover is a traditional 2D point and click adventure, including casual elements, such as an integrated hint system, and task
bar. Bonus elements include unlockable Captain Bio's, music, concept art and developer commentary!

Key features:
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Over 60 beautifully rendered scenes to explore

25 colourful, fully animated and voiced characters

Traditional point and click adventure with simple one-click interface

Organic and fully integrated hint and task tracking system

Unlockable extras include Captain Bio's, concept art, music tracks and directors commentary
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Publisher:
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10/10 would reccomend.... 3 monsters, 7 floors.
The Follower: The most annoying thing so far, Especially when dealing with his family
The Greeter: She kills me at least 12 times per floor under 2, at least give me a sign when your gonna slip in my face like
birthday boy blam from one night at flumpty's
The Waiter: Not bad, he's cool in both looks and tactics, actully gives you a sign that he's somewhere and gives you a challenge
when his sister or brother is tagging along with him.
10/10 scary, addicting, and very VERY hard.
So much recommend. Sloppy controls and annoying jump mechanics. The game should've stopped after world 2, world 3 was
just garbage all around; annoying enemies, tight jumps (only made difficult by the sloppy controls), and annoying sections to
redo on death. One of the only games I quit before finishing because it was just a waste of my time.. I'm scared of the dark.. If
you enjoy strategy games that pose varying levels of difficulty (if sentinels are involved then it gets a lot tougher) then this may
be a game for you. Personally, the custom character creation is my favourite part of game. Then comes the fact that every level
you encounter has a COMPLETELY different layout, unknowing of what may lay behind every door and if the decision to open
a door or blast open a door may:

1. Get your Deadnaut 'decapitated' by a sentinel.
2. Get your Deadnaut dragged away and torn to ribbons.
3. Become susceptible to a horde of enemies.

. . . and etc. One of the greatest elements this game poses is the feeling of unknowing what lies behind every door, or what may
be in the very room your deadnauts are searching. It can feel like no one is ever safe and pulls it off very well.. It is ok for an
hour or so then it gets boring fast can't recommend unless you like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games if so go for
it. Quite a damn fine master piece gem of a game its like playing chess with aliens, and im not talking about xcom...
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A bit like I wanna be the guy with quality pixels really describes this game, made by yellow afterlife and ampersandbear, this
game follows a boy in blue on a radical adventure to get to the other side while michevious players use already difficult enemies
to mess you up. 9\/10 a few quality of life things could be done to improve it but other than that it's golden. The game seems
like a Match-3 game but it's actually more than that after I started playing the game. Match-3 game is to match three similar
items but you have to fast enough to force it to match 3 items and some of the special tiles are confusing or too complicated to
serve the purpose within the time. The puzzles were way tougher than what I expected which it was still fine for me. I can try
my best to figure it out. However, there were two things which I'm strongly unhappy about the game:

1. In order to gain the final achievement, you have to spend unreasonable amount of hours for it.

2. The game doesn't work well in OSX. Sometimes, the screen is blank and I have to force closed the application and re-
opened the game. When it works well, there were times that the game drained my laptop battery even though the laptop
was plugged in. It never happened to me in other games before. I'll rather the game specifically mentioned that it's only
for Windows and I don't mind playing it in a different machine. Check the discussion here: OSX Freeze.

. This is 100% the best Lumines to date. Everything about this remaster is perfect. The UI upgrade and how smooth it runs just
makes this feel like a whole new experience. If you are seriously considering purchasing this remaster and you have played
earlier releases of Lumines on previous platforms, look no further and press the "Add to Cart" button now. If you have never
played Lumines before and are into rhythm-styled puzzle games that keep you fully engaged, look no further and press the "Add
to Cart" button now.

This is an absolutely FANTASTIC remaster, hopefully the skin packs in the future wont be ridiculously priced!

. I've got the Flying Scotsman loco and cars and the scenario and I got to say, this is an awesome pack for ECML.. So I got this
game recommended for Halloween and while the atmosphere in the game is super eerie and creepy, the puzzles and bugs of the
game just ruined the experience for me.

I were multiple times able to run through objects and wall, and fall out of the map as well as the physics object were super
weird. While some puzzles were really interesting and well thought out the majority of them were really hard to figure out and I
ended around just clicking everything hoping to find something as there were not really much to go on from other than a few
sound or visual clues on some of the puzzles, but those who did have the clues were really nice and seemed to be well thought-
out.

The game does also have a save decent function, and instead of restarting the game from the beginning it only takes you to the
beginning of the level. The last level were pretty punishing as you needed to do certain things in a specific order or you'll get kill
and restart the level from the beginning!

The background music were the same 2-3 minute loop over and OVER again for the entire game, and it got really old fast and
the few times there were a bit of silence or change to the music it was amazing.

The main monster; while he were creepy and it did get me a few times, the hiding mechanic makes it so easy to escape it.
Instead of the suspense of seeing the monster looking for you to seem to simply reset when to hide and the other "threats" in
game were main cheap\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665jump scares.

I will say the game is decent and I'd probably not be this critical over it if I haven't paid 5\u20ac for it, to be honest I've played
better free horror games that had an equal 2-3 hours play time.

I will however say the ending and the story the games tries to tell is pretty interesting and I've still not entirely figured out what it
all means but I probably won't play the game again to find out which is a shame.

Pros:
Nice atmosphere
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Interesting plot

Cons:
Music gets trivial
Bad Physics\/going through walls
Monster\/Jump scares
There's better free games
Puzzles

Probably wouldn't recommend this unless you're really running out of things to play.
. Hmmm ... I don't know. The idea is good, but the execution somehow lacks.

+ Character design is ok.
+ Art style is ok.
+ Sound is ok.

- Controls are laggy, sluggish, and sometimes unresponsive.
- The characters hardly seem balanced.
- The tutorial is deficient.
- Moveset is a bit bland.

I did buy this for 1,50 \u20ac which is an adequate price for this game, in my opinion.. Pretty seeing Rays. I think it really
works good on my resame. Really cool experience with no cost and very little download time. I'll definitely be revisiting it.
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